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Midland Railway 

London Midland & Scottish Railway 
 

D379 4T Meat Van 

 
Prototype information 
 
A total of 203 of these vehicles were built between 1881 and 1896. Whilst all had basically the same body, 
there were three principal versions of the underframe, for which alternative parts are provided in the kit. 
The three versions are: 
 
A) Lot 57, 13 in built in 1881, nos. 13 and 61-72. 8-shoe vacuum clasp brakes, with Westinghouse through 
pipes, no handbrake. Fitted with full-length lower steps, screw couplings and side chains. Painted lined 
crimson lake, for use in passenger trains. Believed to have been withdrawn by about 1905. 
 
B) Lots 274/275, 50 built 1891. Lot 371 (part), 50 built in1896. Only known number is 5817 of lot 371. 8-
shoe vacuum clasp brakes, handbrake one side only. Fitted with short steps, and both three-link and screw 
couplings on the same hook (“fish truck” couplings). Painted goods stock grey. Probably no longer used as 
meat vans after 1920, but whether they were withdrawn or used on other duties is unknown. 
 
C) Lot 81, 20 built 1882, nos. 35450-69. Lot 215, 20 built 1888 (no known numbers). Lot 371 (part), 50 built 
1896 (no known numbers). Handbrake one side only, but probably later altered to either side brake (not 
provided for in the kit). All fitted with short steps. Lots 81 and 215 had 3-link couplings; lot 371 had vacuum 
through pipes and probably fish truck couplings. Painted goods stock grey. Lot 81 probably withdrawn by 
1911; version B comments apply to the remainder. 
 
References 
 
An Illustrated History of Midland Wagons Volume 1, R J Essery, pp147-9 
Midland Carriages, David Jenkinson & Bob Essery, p167 
 
Assembly 
 
This model requires Mansell pattern 14mm carriage wheels, bearings and paint to complete. 
 
Please read these instructions before starting to build your model. Examine all the parts and familiarise 
yourself with their assembly. Remove any moulding flash or etch attachment points and ensure all parts fit 
correctly. We suggest wet fine emery paper (1200 grit) to clean up flash marks. Carry out a dummy run 
before assembly. Assembly is best carried out using ordinary solder for etched components or low melt 
solder for white metal. An epoxy resin such as Araldite and glues like UHU, Multibond or Thixofix can also 
be used. For small parts use superglue. To obtain the best results a combination of several techniques will 
be needed. 
 
Most sharp bends are given by a half-etched line, which is always on the inside of the bend. Where rivets 
need to be raised these are shown on the back of the part, and should be punched with a blunt scriber on 
a firm surface, taking care not to distort the part. 

This is the suggested order of assembly but there are many ways of assembling this or any other model. 
The part numbers quoted are those etched on the frets. 

Underframe 
 
1) Floor. Bend the side steps double, squeeze flat and sweat together. Bend the steps at right angles 

to the solebars. Bend down the solebars, fixed W-irons and rocking W-iron brackets. Bend down the 
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two off centre V hangers (Versions A & B) or the central one (Version C). Do not bend down the 
headstocks yet. Fit your choice of bearings in the W-irons, ensuring the bearing surfaces are clear 
of any glue or solder. 

 
Select the required two of the three below and fix to the solebars: 
 
3) Solebar detail. Version C, V-hanger side. 
4) Solebar detail. Versions A & B, V-hanger side. 
5) Solebar detail. Other side all versions. 
 
Bend up the headstocks. Select the required pair of the two below and fix to the headstocks: 
 
6) Headstock detail. Version A. 
7) Headstock detail. Versions B & C. If modelling Lots 81 or 215, file off the rim and fill the hole to the 

right of the coupling hook before fitting. 
 
8) Buffer bases x4 - Version A only. Fix to buffer beam. 
 
Fix the buffer bodies in place (fix the bushes to the bodies first). 
  
9) Angle plates x4. Bend lengthways at right angles and fit between the solebars and headstocks with 

the two close-spaced rivets at the bottom of the solebar. 
 
22) Horse hooks x2. Fit through the holes at the left end of the solebar, to Versions B &C only. Fill the 

holes for Version A. 
23) “Fish truck” coupling hooks x2. Add to the hole to the right of the coupling hook, to Versions B & C 

Lot 371. 
 
2) Rocking W-irons. Bend to shape. For Versions A & B, also bend down the brake linkage hanger. 

Pivot the unit to the floor, using the supplied 0.9mm brass wire. Temporarily fit the wheels and 
ensure smooth running. 

 
The next section dealing with parts 24-32 inclusive is for Versions A & B only. 
 
24) Brake shoe detail, left hand x4. Fit onto brake hangers 26 and 27 whilst these are still on the fret. 
25) Brake shoe detail, right hand x4. As 24). Ensure the holes are clear after fixing. 
26) Brake hangers, fixed end x2. Bend and fit to the floor inside the fixed W-irons. 
27) Brake hangers, rocking end x2. Bend and fit inside the rocking W-irons. 
28) Brake linkage hanger, fixed end (not numbered - located on fret between ends and solebars). Bend 

at rectangular end tab. Fit downwards through the floor at the outer end of the narrow strip between 
the W-irons. 

29) Brake yokes, outer x2. Bend the end of the centre prong to form a hook to match the lower holes in 
the linkage hangers and fit the end prongs through the brake shoe holes. 

 
Fit the brake cylinder onto the marked circle under the floor. Thread the 0.7mm brass wire between the V-
hangers, ensuring it projects beyond the solebar V-hanger, having threaded the following parts on it: 
 
30) Brake pull rods. Bend over the end prongs and fit into the upper holes on the linkage hangers. 
31) Brake cylinder lever. Bend over small end square and fit it centrally on lower face of the brake 

cylinder. 
32) Handbrake lever. Version B only - fit to the wire protruding beyond the V-hanger so that the lever 

points to the right hand end of the vehicle. Trim the wire to length. 
 
The next section dealing with parts 33-37 inclusive is for Version C only. 
 
33) Outer V-hanger. Fit to the outside of the solebar on the same side as the one bent down from the 
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floor and in line with it, passing it through the upper step. Thread a piece of 0.7mm brass wire 
between the V-hangers, leaving approx 2mm protruding from the outer one. Do not trim the other 
end yet. 

34) Brake push-rods. Add the brake shoe detail (one each of parts 24 & 25) whilst still on the fret. Bend 
the tabs at the locating points and fix under the floor, with the push-rod to the left-hand shoe 
pointing upwards. The centre hole fits on the back end of the wire which is fixed to the V-hangers. 

35) Safety loop for left-hand push-rod. Bend the tabs and into the slots in the floor. 
36) Safety loop for right-hand push rod. As 35). 
37) Handbrake lever. Fit to the outer end of the wire at the V-hangers, leading to the right hand end of 

the vehicle. Trim the wire to length. 
 
38) Handbrake lever stirrup. Versions B & C only - bend it to shape, pass it around the end of the brake 

lever and fix to the solebar through the locating slot. Fill the slot on Version A. 
39) Lower steps x2. Version A only - bend at the fold lines and add 2x the folded step overlays 40) and 

8x the step bracket detail 41), with the rivets at the top. Please note that the Version A model in the 
box label photo is incorrectly fitted with short footsteps. 

42) Lower steps x2. Versions B & C only - bend at the fold lines and 2x the folded step overlays 43) and 
4x the step bracket detail 41), with the rivets at the top. 

 
Fit the completed steps to the solebars, with the middle brackets passing through the slots in the upper 
steps. Fix the spring/axlebox castings to the W-irons. At the fixed W-iron end they should also be fixed 
behind the solebars. At the rocking end, make sure the W-irons can move freely. 
 
Body 
 
10) Inner sides x2. Roll the bottom part of the sides on a soft surface to form the tumblehome. Bend the 

bottom and side flaps to a right angle, and angle the top flap to match the curvature of the roof. Fold 
out the door hinges to form right angles. 

11) Outer sides x2. Form the tumblehome to match the inner sides, locate them over the door hinges 
and sweat together. 

12) Inner ends x2. 
13) Outer ends x2. Sweat to the inner ends, using the grab handle holes for alignment. Solder the sides 

and ends together. 
14) Grab rails x4. Solder into the pre-etched holes in the ends. 
18) Door hinge plates x4. Fit these across the door joints at the upper waist moulding. 
19) Corner lamp irons x4. Bend and fit as shown in the sketches. 
20) End lamp irons x4. Bend and fit as shown in the end sketch 
21) Side plates x2. Versions B & C only - fit to the bottom left hand end of the side (they are half-etched 

to overlap the beading), aligned horizontally anywhere between the first set of grilles and the second 
panel.  

 
Roll the roof etch on a soft surface to create an arc to match the van ends. Fix the roof in place. Test fit the 
body to the underframe, via the tabs and slots. 
 
Painting 
 
Thoroughly clean the body and underframe and prime with a suitable primer. Livery details are: 
 
Version A 
Body sides and ends: crimson lake; mouldings, black with gold lining on edges, yellow from about 1900, no 
lining at the extreme edges, no lining on the end mouldings. 
Solebars, headstocks and buffer bodies: crimson lake lined in gold or yellow until about 1902 then unlined 
red-brown until 1912, then finally black. 
Wheel centres: Indian red. 
All other fittings below the solebars: black. 
Roof: light grey. 
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Insignia: Gold, shaded black (Pressfix transfers are supplied). Small M.R on second upper panel from left, 
number on second upper panel from right. MEAT VAN on door waist panels. 
 
Versions B & C 
Body, solebars, headstocks, buffer bodies, steps, roof: wagon grey, although this soon darkened in 
service, the roof even more so. 
All other parts, including handrails, door handles, lamp irons, vacuum pipes, solebar boltheads: black. 
Insignia: White (Pressfix transfers are supplied). Large M R on lower panels, centred beneath second 
upper panels from left and right. Number on waist panel, centred above M. MEAT VAN on door waist 
panels. Cast number plate on solebar, just to the right of the right hand step bracket (paint a suitable black 
patch on the solebar first). Any routing information in the bottom right side corner. 
 
Final detailing after painting/lining and fixing transfers 
 
Secure the body to the underframe. Fit the wheels in place.  
 
44) Brake yokes, inner x2. Versions A & B only - twist the adjustment plate at the end of the central 

prong at right angles. Fit this to the lower end of the brake linkage hangers and fit the end prongs 
through the holes in the brake shoes. 

15) Ring pattern door handles x2. Version A & C Lots 81/215 only. Add to the pre-etched holes in the 
left-hand doors, and leave as polished brass. Fill the hole in the right-hand doors. 

16) T door handles x2. Versions B & C Lot 371 only - add to the pre-etched holes in the left-hand doors 
and paint black. 

17) Right-hand door handles x2. Versions B & C Lot 371 only - add to the pre-etched holes in the right-
hand doors and paint black. 

 
Add the couplings from the supplied etch. Version A needs the screw couplings assembled as in the 
sketch, together with the side chains (removed in 1896). Versions B & C need your choice of 3-link 
couplings in the centre slot, and perhaps fish truck couplings (the screw couplings assembled without the 
hooks) on the side hooks. 
 
Add the brake hoses as required. Version A needs the pre-cranked pipe to the right of the hook, so the 
hose is on the van centre line, and the Westinghouse pipe to the left. Versions B & C Lot 371 need the 
straight vacuum pipe fitted to the left of the hook, but cranked so the hose is on the van centre line. 
 
Finally, fit the buffer heads and springs. 
 
 
A later version of these instructions may be available on the Wizard Models website. For further help or 
information please email: andrew@modelsignals.com 
 
 
Wizard Models 
 
Wizard Models stocks a wide range of items for the 4mm scale modeller. 
 
Wizard Models Limited 
PO Box 70 
Barton upon Humber 
DN18 5XY 
Tel: 01652 635885 
 
www.wizardmodels.ltd     
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